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MOVING LOADS ON A FLOATING ICE SHEET 

by 

Donald E. Nevel · 

.INTRODUCTION 

··. In 1950,. D. floli 5 s~lv-~d the problem ~f dynamic loa.d~ on a thi~ pla~_e_ ~m sting on an elastic 
-foundation of the Winkler type. The Winkler foundation assumes that the· foundation pressure is 
pro~rtional to the deflection. The dynamic loads that.he c~nsidered ctid 'not change position on. 
the pi ate. In 1953, R. Livesley8 solved the problem of- a load that is ui1 ifot.mly dist.ributed over a 
re.ctangular area and· is moving with a constant velocity across a ·thin plate resting ou a Winkler 
foundation. ·He incorrectly analyzes the singularities of his final equatioris and arrives at the er
roneous conclusion that the deflection under the load becomes infinitu at velocities greater than 
the critical velocity. Neither Hall nor Lives ley considered an acceleration of the foundation. 

In 1955, J. Wilson9 10 considered the coupling between moving loads and flexural waves in 
a floating ice sheet. He utilized Greenhill's 3 solution for the response of a floating plate to a 
water wave propagating in one direction, and Hertz' s4 solution for a static, concentrated load on a 
floating plate. He chose the wavelength of the water wave equal to the smallest diameter of the 
circle of zero deflection of the plate. This diameter equals 7 .83t where ~ is the characteristic . 
length of the plate problem and will be defined later. Following Wilson, A. Assur 1 2 chose the 
water wavelength equal to 8.291. Assur determined this value py considering a Fourier series ex
pansion of Hertz's deflection profile over a finite distance. By varying this distance, he chose 
the wavelength of the water wave equal to the distance that maximized the amplitude of the first 
cosine term. Although neither coupling procedure is correct, they both give approximately correct 
critical velocities. 

In 1963 D. Kheisin6 7 solved the problem of a concentrated load m()ving over a floating ice 
sheet witha uniform velocity. His resultis the same as eq 31 of this paper. He then restricts 
his .analysis to ashallow water depth H by setting tanh yH = yH where y will be defined later. 
He incorrectly analyzes the singularities of his final equations and arrives at the erroneous con-

. elusion that the deflection .under the load is finite at the critical velocity. · H~ does not consider 

. a distributed load or stresses in the ice sheet. However he does consider the related one-dimen
sional plate ,bending problem. 

In this paper, we shall consider the deflection and stresses under a load uniformly dis
tributed over a circular area and not restrict the depth of the water._. 

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

Let us consider an infinite ice sheet floating on the water. ·Let a vertical concentrated 
load P move on the ice with a constant velocity u along the x axis. If the ice is considered homo
geneous, isotropic, and elastic, the theory for the bending of thin plates may be used to predict 
the deflection and stresses in the ice. The differential equation describing the motion of the 
plate is 

p o(x - ut} o(y) (1) 
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where 
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D is Eh,~/1~ (1- v~). 
E is Young's modulus for ice, 

v is Poisson's ratio for ice, 

h is the ice thickness, . 

~4 
a4 a4 a4 

is -+2---+-, 
ax4 ax 2ar .ay4_ 

x,y,z · is a stationary cartesian coordinate system with z directed downward, 

w is the vertical deflection ofthe ice; 

Po is the waterpre;ssure on the i'ce, 

m is the mass density, of the ice, 

is the time, and 

8 is· Dirac's delta function~ 

The· bolindary conditions for eq 1 are that the deflection w and :its derivatives are zero when x 
and y approach infinity •. 

Since the water flow contains no circulation sources', the velocity v may be expressed as 

v = ~¢ (2) 

where~ is the gradient operator and ¢ is a scalar potential function. Assuming that the ·water is 
incompressible, the equation for the conservation of the water mass becomes· 

(3) 

At the deformed 'ice-water interface: z = w, the vertiChl velocity in the water is equal to the verti

cal" velocity of the .. ice. Ass~ining 'that tlie .depth H of the water is a constant, the vertical velocity 
·of the water at i -~ H is zero. 'As x andy approach· infinity; the velocity is also zero~ Since ¢ 
is only determined up to a constant~ we shrul set ¢ = 0 as X andy approach· illfinity. Herice the 
boundary conditions for eq3 are ' . 

a¢ 
IZ=W 

aw (4) . az at . 

~~ lz=H 
0 (5) 

~t ·lx~ oo 
o. (6) 

a¢ . 
0. (7) 

ay lr~oo . . 

¢ lx,y~oo 0. (8) 
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Once the function"¢" is known, and assuming that the water has no viscosity, the pres
. sure '"p" in the water may be det~rmined from Bernoulli's equation which· is 

where 

p 
. v 2 . a¢ . .. 

pg z - p 2 - P rlt + C( t) 

p is the mass density of the water, 

g is the acceleration of gravity, and 

C(t) an arbitrary function or' time. 

_(9) 

As x and y approach. infinity; p = pgz and v = ¢ = 0; hence, C(t) =. 0. We. n,eglect the pv 2/ 2 
term in eq 9 because it .is non-linear. Thus the pressure on the ice becomes 

a¢,. . . 
Po = pgw- p ~ •. at Z=W 

(10) 

We now introduce a cartesian coordinate system x•,y•,z•,p that moves with the load, and 
is defined as x• = x·- ut, y• = y, z• = z, t' = t. By means of the chain rule of partial differentia
tion we note 

a 
ax 

a a 
ax•' ay 

a a 
ay•' az 

a a 
az•' at 

We further assume that the load has moved at the uniform velocity for a sufficient length of time 
that all transient motions of the .ice-water system have disappeared, and only the steady state 
motion remains. With this assumption, the derivative with respect to the timet' in the·moving 
coordinate system is zero. Making the transformation to the 100ving coordinate system, and then 
dropping the primes, eqs 1, 3, 4,_ 5, and 10 become 

P o(x) o(y) (11) 

0 (12) 

a¢ 
- ·u -'--

ax (13) 

(14) 

. a¢1 
Po = pgw + pu - • ax Z=W 

(15) 
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· SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 

In order to solve the above set of equations, we shall take a Fourier transform with respect 
to the moving coordinate x followed by, one wifh respect to y. Whenapppeq to . w(x,y ), these 
transforms give 

00 00 

w (a,{3) = J J w(x,y) ei(ax-t-f3y) dxdy., 

-oo -oo 

The original function may be recovered by means of the inverse transforms which a~e 

w(x,y) ~· .4\ r r W(a,f3! ~-ii~x.(3yJ ~a dfJ 
7T -00 -00 

•. l 

Applying these transforms to eqs 11-15 and introducing y2 =a 2 + f3 2, we get. 

D y 4 w + p0 - mhu 2a 2 w = P 

(}2--:£ 2 ~ 
_. - y ¢ 
az 2 

o· 

. 0¢1 . iauw··· 
· · (}z . z~w · = 

. . : i¢ ··j : ~-· ... ::~ 
. az ' Z~W-! T-

0 

pgw- i ~pu ¢ lz=w·· ·' -
Po 

The solution of eq 19 is 

Using the boundary conditions in eq 20- 21, eq 23 becomes 

-- i ~ u w cosh y(H-z) ¢ , __ -.--.. 
y sinh y(H-w) 

'Evaluating eqitation 24 at. z = w, _and ~sin:gthe result, eq 22 becomes 

-
Po 

f ". 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

. (21) 

(~2) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

Neglecting w in comparison to H in equation 25, we substitute- this into. eq 18 ·and solve for w 
to obtain 
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p ll+;41'·~~ ~2a2 j2 -A2,a2~2]_.·1 
pg ;J·.~ : y1 tanh.yfl_,. _.... . : .. :,·'t'·, .. 

• ., t 0 : o ~ 0 0 ' ~ ;, 0 ' 0 ,L :. , : > !' ' 0 • "' _: 0 ~ : > 

~ = D/pg 

::X::::· u/v'fft . 

fJ. = mh/ P1· 

_Taking the inverse tran~form of eq ·26, we get·. 

• • • : ' • J : ~ -· 

p Joo .'">0 ei(ax+f3y) 

w ~ pg 4,2 .. _.,;, 1~ a-bit2/l da df3 

·i ,·:. 

where a = 1 + y4 14 and b = 11.2 [yl coth yH + flY2 12] are positive quantities. 
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(26) 

(27) 

In order to obtain the stresses in the ice, we need the second ·order derivatives which are 

a2w -P .f 00 00 . a.2 ei(ax+f3Y) 
- = f_oo 

da df3 

ax 2 pg 477 2 
-oo a-b a 2/y2 

'(28) 

a2w -P oo f oo 
f3 2 e i( ax+ f3y) 

= pg4rr21~ • -~ da df3 
ay2 a.-b a2/y2 

(29) 

·a2w -P f 00. 00 af3 ei(ax + (3y) 
= 

pg 477 2 -oo f da df3 • axay 
-oo · a-b a 2/y2 

(30) 

We note that eq 27-29 are even fmctions of x and y while eq 30 is an odd f~c,tion of x and y. 
This shows that the deflection and bending stresses have a relative maximum at x = y = 0. 

Changing .to polar coordinates by the transformations a = y cos¢~. f3 = y sin 1/J, X = r cos 8, 
y = r s.in 8, eq 27-30 become 

w -_· p--f.· oo j· .277 ei y r cos(0-1/J) 
----'--"---- y dy dl/J 

pg 4rr2 .· o o . a-b cos 2 1/J 

(31) . 

2 f f" )'2 cos 2l/J ei y r cos(0-:,1/J) a w -P y dy dt/J --
ax2 pg 477 2 0 0 a-b cos 2 t/f 

(32) 

a2w -P r {" y 2 sin 2 t/1 e i y r c o s( 8-t/J) 
ydy_dt/I 

ay2 pg 477 2 0 0 a-bcos 2 1j! 
(33) 

. a2w - _-p . 100 1277 y2 sin l/1 cos t/1 ·ei y r cos(()-ljl) ' 
:..____ _ _;__ _ _;_______ y dy dl/J 

.axay pg477 2 ·o ·o. a-bcos2 1j! 
(34) 

Let us consider a uniform load distributed over a circular area of radius R. We can obtain 
·.the deflection under the center of this load by adding together the deflections due to a number of 
concentrated loads. :To do this we replace P in eq 31 with 
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JR f.277 (P/77R 2) r dr dO 
0 0 

where now P represents the total load. • Integrating with respect to e we obtain 

p roo [277 
w ~ pg 4112 Jo . o 

277 Jo(yr) rdr • Y dy dljl 
11R 2 · a-b co.s 2 tjJ 

Integrating with respect to r, we obtain 

w = ~ roo .j.211 2J1(yR) y dy dljl 

· pg 417
2 Jo , · o · yR a-b cos 2 !f · 

Similarly, integrating eq 32-34, we obtain 

-P (oo r211 
pg 4112 Jo Jo 

a2w -P roo (277 2 J 1 (yR) y3 sin 1/1 cos 1/J 

ax.ay = pg 4172 Jo Jo . yR a-b cos2t/J dy dt/J . 

When a >b, eq 39 becomes 

a2w -P (oo 2 J1 (yR) 3 · 1211 
--- --Jn Llog(a-bcos 2 1jl) .dy 
ax ay pg 477 2 o yR 2b . . o 

0. 

When a< b, the denominator a-b cos 2 ~' of eq 39 has four roots in the interval 0 ~ e ~ 211. 
If the Cauchy principal value of the integral is taken, the result is still zero. 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

We note that the. integral from 0 to 211 'in· eq 36-38 can be written as four times the integral 
from 0 to 11/2. Letting e = yl and tan tjJ = s, eq 36-38 become 

p ff 
2. J1 <eRil) e ae ds 

w 
'pg12 772 eRil a-b+as2 

( 41) 

a2w ~ loo roo 2J1<eRI1) g3 ae ds 

ax 2 eRil (1 + s 2Ha-b+as 2) pg f772 0 ·~ . 
(42) 

a2w·'. ~p LOOIOO 2J1 <eR/1) s2 g3 ae ds 

ar2 pg14772 . 0 ·. 0 gR/1 ( 1 + s"2).(a.:... b +.as 2) 
(43) 
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wherenow a=1+et and b=A2[~coth(~H/1)+ 11 ~ 2]. 

By partial fractions.~e ~ote 

1 (44) 

(45) 

For a> b, we have 

f ds rr/2 (46) 

For a<b, the denominator a-b+·as 2 ·i~-eq 46 has one root in the interval 0~ s<. oo. ·If the 
Cauchy principal value is taken, the integr~l in eq 46 is equal to zero. ·Thus eq 41-43 become 

'! •. • •• 
~ 'r 1 

( 47) 

p 100 
2rrD o 

2J1 (~R/J.) r· H(a-b) J ~·3 
1- - d~ 

~RIP. V1- b/a b · 
(48) 

(49) 

where . H(a- b) is a unit step function~ · 

When the velocity is zero (b = 0), eq 47-49 reduce to the static case which is 

. . 

Wo· = P l~ 2J1($l/1) ~ d.; = _P_ 1 + (R/J. )Iter' (R/ J.) 

2rrpg1 2 0 -?:R/1 . a rrpg1 2 .. . (R/1. )2 .. 
(50) 

a2w 0 = a
2
wo = -P L~ ZJl ($/1) .;3 d.; = -P kei (R/l) 

ax2 ay2 2rrD. 0 . ~/1 . 2a 2rrD R/1 
(51) 

When R/ J. "== 0, eq 48 and 49 become infinite as the integr~tion proceeds to infinity. ·In 
1 

order to overcome this difficulty and to facilitate numerical computations, we consider the dynamic 
eq 47-49 minus the static eq 50 and 51. • This gives .. 

w..:... w: = ._·._P_ r 2Jl($)l) [. H(a-b) - 1]. ~ d$ . 
0 

. 2rrpgJ.2 0 _$l/ 1~ vl- b/a a 
(~2) 
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p (Xl __ 2Jl ($/t) [1 + !!_ - H(a·- b)c] ga dg 
2rrD Jo $lt -- 2a v'l - b/a. b 

(53) 

(54)_ 

Eq 52 and 53 may not exist if l assumes a value- such-that a= b. We note that "b" is also 
a function of the parameters A, ll• and i./H. Relative to the function "a", there are three possible 
different cases for "li'', and these are shown in Figure 1. For case I where a> b for every g, the 
equations exist. For case II where a = b and aa/ ag = ab/ ag at one point g_, we can investigate 
the integrals by expanding the integrands into a series abOut ~· To the fir~ approximation the 

integrands look like a constant times [(g- ~)2] .. V2. We note that this squ~e root must yield a 

positive result which leads to the fact that eq 52 and 53 become infinite. • For case III, a series 
expansion about the point (= g 1or g = g2 shows that the equations exist., 

RESULTS 

-·- -. ·: . The c6ndidorts that miifse the- solution to· bec·dme infihite are a = b''~nd · :~·aaJag = ab/ag. 
These two equations are. transcendental in g and 1/H but not transcendental in A2 and /l· · Eliminat

ting A2 from these equations we obtain 

sinh (2$/ I 1 ) 
(55) 

When 1/H and ll are given, this equation may be solved numerically for g. Having determined ~. 

A2 can be determined from the condition a = b which yields · 
. -

tanh($//1) : (56) -

where the subscript c means the critic& A.-· Figure 2 shows· the results. Note that 0 < ll < 0.1 
for a floating ice sheet. · 

For large values of 1/H, tanh($//1)-;:~$/1 and sinh(2gH/J)~2$//1. • With these approxi
mations eq 55 and 56 are no ionger transcendental, and eliminating g we obtain 

, 2H/1 (57) 

1 + J 1 + (p.H I 1) 2 . 

which is the result Kheisin obtained. · For P.!H =_ 0 and 11: = 0, eq 55 gives g 4 = ..!. • · For small 
~ - 3 

val ties of 1/H , we expand eq 55 about the point g 0 = (~) "~ , and neglecting the insignificant 

terms we obtain 
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(58) 

Similarly expanding.eq 56 and using eq 58, we get 

(59) 

We can present the results of Figure 2. in a form more suitable for practical use~ ·.Assuming 
m = p = 1 gm/cm3

, E = 50,000 kg/cm2
; and v,;;, %. the critical veiocity becomes a function of the 

water depth H and the ice.thickness h. This is shown in Figtire 3. Since h is related to 1, the 
·critical velocity can also be expressed as a function of H and t. ·This is shown in Figure 4. 

·Figure 5 shows w!w0 as a fmction of uluc for p. ~ 0, 1/H = 0, and R/1 = 0. When 

0 < p.-( .1, 0 ~ 1/H ~10, and 0 < Rl 1 ~ 1, similar curves are obtained which do not differ from 
the one shown in Figure 5 by more thari a few tenths. · 

·a2 ;a z . . . . . 
Figure 6 shows · w x as a function of u!uc and R/ I. for p. = 0 and 1/H = 0. 

a2wolax2 . . 
When 0 < p. ~ .l and 0 < 1 /H ~ 10, similar curves are obtained which do not differ from Figure 6 
by more than a feYJ tenths. ·Both Figures 5 and 6 show a typical dynamic phenomenon. That is a 
resonance or critical point and a response that approaches zero for a large argument. · 

a2w/ay2 
Figure 7 shows as a function of uluc and Rtf for p. = 0 and 1 /H = 0. 

a2wolay2 

Again when 0 < 11: z .1 and 0 < 1/H ~ 1, similar curves are obtained. · 

The amplification of the bending stresses ax and oy over the static stress a
0 

can be ob
tained from Figures 6 and 7 by the following formulas 

ax 1 [ a2w!ax2 a2w/ay21 
.1 + v a2w /ax2 

+ v 
a2wolar2J ao 

0 

(60) 

ay 
.. I [ a2w!ar 2 

+ v a2
w!ax

2
] • 

ao 1 + v a2wolay2 . a2wo!ax2 
(61) 

Although the mathematics gives an infinite deflection at the critical velocity, this is not 
observed in the physical situation. The difference can be explained by a number of possibilities: 

1) We have neglected the non-linear term in Bernoulli's equation. 

2) We have neglected the dissipation in the ice and water, particularly the ice. 

3) The parameters h, H, and u may not be constants in the physical situation. 
This may have the effect of making the problem a tr ans.ient one rather than a steady state one. · 
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··and of a constant depth, The dynamic. equations .describing this ice .. water system are 
solved for the steady state solution. Both a concentrated load and a uniform load 
distribute-d over a circular area are considered. The velocitywhich causes resonanc 
is determined. The deflection and stress directly under the load are numerically 
evaluated. 
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